D.va reference kit

Va is a Tank hero in Overwatch. Self-Destruct while ejecting. Fusion Cannons while the ability is
active. Fusion Cannons or. Fusion Cannons. Self-Destruct detonates, or if D. Va is. Va is a
unique tank with some mobility. With very high health and Boosters, she can close a gap to the
enemy with ease. She has high damage output at close-range, making her a strong fighter in a
1-on-1 match. Her Defense Matrix is useful against all incoming projectiles, protecting her
teammates from enemy fire. The Micro Missiles deal high amount of damage when used in close
range. She is a dangerous ganker in tank class, dealing consistent damage to the enemy.
Self-Destruct will wipe all opponents within the blast area. However, she doesn't have an
extended barrier to properly protect her team like Reinhardt. She is also slow while firing,
allowing the enemy to outrun her to disengage or move around her to distract her aiming. Both
Fusion Cannons and Micro Missiles are ineffective against anything further than medium-range,
meaning she can be outranged by the enemy before she even has a chance to close a gap with
Boosters. Va is a former professional gamer who now uses her skills to pilot a state-of-the-art
mech in defense of her homeland. Never backing down, D. Va always plays to win. Va is
burdened by the emotional cost of defending her homeland, and the facade the South Korean
media projects on her. In addition to skills as a mech pilot, D. Va is also a competent mechanic.
Hana Song grew up playing classic games with her father, himself a former professional gamer
during his younger years. Song has been friends with Dae-hyun since childhood. They would
stay up late working on his hoverbike. Hana took part in a race with it and won, albiet at the cost
of the bike and nearly her own life. Like her father before her, Song became a pro-gamer. At
home, however, not all was well, as MEKA struggled to maintain its defense against the Gwishin
omnics that repeatedly attacked the nation. As the omnics continued to adapt, they eventually
disrupted MEKA's drone-control networks, forcing the military to place pilots in the mechs.
Scrambling to find suitable candidates, the government turned to the country's professional
gamers, who possessed the necessary reflexes and instincts to operate the mechs' advanced
weapons systems, [2] in addition to standouts from other fields that required similar talents.
Top stars were drafted, including the year-old Song, [3] along with Lee and Kyung-soo. Without
fear or hesitation, she abandoned the limelight of her pro-gamer career, and got an armored
mech operator's licence. As a member of MEKA, she could put her reflexes to the ultimate test
on a real battlefield, instead of a digital one. Song now fearlessly charges into battle alongside
the rest of her MEKA unit, ready to spring to her nation's defense at a moment's notice.
Recently, she has begun to stream combat operations to her adoring fans, and her growing
following has turned her into a global icon. At some point she also played one of the leading
roles in the movie Hero of My Storm. As an active member of the military, Song was no longer
able to freely travel as she could've as a civilian. She became an avid reader of Mei's
Adventures, the publicly-posted travel journal of climatologist Mei-Ling Zhou , fascinated with
all the different places Mei has seen. As time went on, the cost of defending South Korea from
the Gwishin began to take its toll on Song. In one battle in Busan during a thunder storm, the
squad barely managed to defeat the omnics, but the other mechs were put out of commision
due to serious damage and their pilots sustained some injuries; only Song came out of it
relatively unscathed. While the rest of the squad went on leave and the media reporting that
Song was celebrating the victory by schmoozing with celebrities, Song had actually chosen to
remain on active duty and spent time over the next week fixing and fine-tuning her mech
alongside Dae-hyun, who had also joined MEKA as her assigned mechanic. As she stated that
the squad and the rest of Busan were counting on her to keep the city safe, and any mistakes
on her part could cost them everything, Dae-hyun recognized the emotional weight Song was
carrying. He tried to convince her that she needed a break and that it was okay to ask for help,
not needing to bear it alone, but she assured him that she had things under control. That didn't
last long however, as five Gwishin omnics returned to attack Busanâ€”while previous attacks
were spaced between months, this one was just one week, which left the pair the only ones
present to defend against the omnics. Song launched her mech to engage them. She took out
two of the Gwishin, but the remaining three outmaneuvered her, damaging her mech and
destroying one of the fusion cannons. Dae-hyun told her to get to cover and wait for
reinforcements, but Song stated that they wouldn't get there in time. Performing a on the
pursuing omnics, she managed to destroy two of them, while the last Gwishin broke off and
headed for Busan. Song pursued it, but it avoided her weapons fire and micro missile barrage
before turning around and entangled her mech, tearing off the other cannon when she tried to
fire on it. Left without any weapons, all her status readouts in the redline, and the city still in
danger, she realized she could do nothing else and asked for her friend's help. With Dae-hyun
going over the mech's status, on the mention of the reactor becoming unstable Song
remembered their earlier conversation of the destruction of his hovercycle, and suggested
purposely overloading the mech's reactor. After some protest, Dae-hyun obliged, and as Song

distracted the omnic to buy him some time he successfully triggered an overload that would
destroy the reactor in sixty seconds. The omnic would reach Busan before that however, so
Song ejected from the mech and used her light gun to shoot the exposed reactor from afar,
destroying both the mech and the omnic. She fell into the sea, where she was recovered by a
search-and-rescue team and taken for medical treatment, Dae-hyun accompanying her. South
Korean media later made an update on the attack, reporting that authorities had stated that she
had emerged without a scratch. In reality, she came out of the ordeal with a broken leg and arm,
along with other more minor injuries. That didn't stop her from using her time off by assisting
Dae-hyun with assembling her new mech. She thanked him for being there for her when she'd
needed him. Va as a former professional StarCraft player. Michael Chu later clarified on
February 1, that this was not intended to be canon and was just a fun way to tease the
character. He also explained that the unnamed game that she was best known for in her career
was one that best matched the skills needed to pilot her mech. Va's design and kit seems to
take inspiration from Brit , one of the hero concepts created for the Overwatch pitch meeting.
Defense Matrix. Micro Missiles. Developer Comment: These buffs are aimed at making D. Va feel
more fluid and responsive to play. Developer Comment: The lower cooldown on her mobility will
enable D. Va to more readily swap between playing offensively and defensively. Developer
Comment: With role locks in place there is some room to improve D. Developer Comment: This
change will allow D. Va to absorb more damage over time, while still keeping the maximum
duration she can absorb at one time the same. Call Mech. Developer Comment: This change is
just meant to counteract the global increase in ultimate cost. The time it takes to generate a D.
Developer Comments: Defense Matrix is a very powerful defensive ability and can often feel
oppressive from far away. Reducing the range on it will require D. Va to position herself more
carefully to take advantage of its effects. Developer Comments: Knockbacks are now less
affected by how the enemy was moving when they were hit. Allowing flying heroes, like Mercy
when using her Valkyrie ability or D. Va using her Booster ability, to be properly knocked back
makes for more fluid, realistic gameplay. Developer Comments: This change allows D.
Developer Comments: D. Prior to this change, each missile dealt 3 impact damage and 6
explosive damage. Micro Missiles New Ability. Developer Comment: D. These changes give D.
Defense Matrix Enemy shots no longer need to travel a minimum distance before they can be
blocked Developer Comment: Previously, there was a minimum distance a projectile had to
travel before it could be destroyed by Defense Matrix. This made it nearly worthless in
situations where an enemy was right next to your teammate, such as when Roadhog hooks your
ally. This change removes that restriction so Defense Matrix should now reliably destroy
projectiles regardless of how far they have traveled. The changes to her primary fire will result
in a small overall decrease in damage, but her Fusion Cannons should feel more consistent
now. Developer Comment: We reduced the cost of the Call Mech ultimate ability to compensate
for the increased ultimate cost across all heroes detailed above. The rest of these changes help
D. Developer Comment: Defense Matrix was too efficient when tapped repeatedly, instead of
being held. Now, the recovery delay matches the ability cooldown. Va isn't being selected as
often as our other tanks, and we feel a lot of that stems from the underperformance of her
damage absorption abilities. So, we've reconfigured her Defensive Matrix, making it more
flexible and giving players the ability to use it more often. Sign In. From Overwatch Wiki. Jump
to: navigation , search. Type Passive Ability. Eject out of your mech when it's destroyed. Health
:. Casting time :. Details: D. Va can use Self-Destruct while ejecting. Va is invulnerable while
ejecting. Type Weapon Mech. Aim Type Shotgun hitscan. Va's mech is equipped with twin
short-range rotating cannons. They lay down continuous, high-damage fire without needing to
reload, but slow D. Damage :. Falloff range :. Spread angle :. Rate of fire :. Ammo :. Headshot :.
Automatic short-range spread weapons. Example Video. Light Gun. Type Weapon Pilot. Aim
Type Projectile. While outside of her mech, D. Va can continue the fight with a mid-range
automatic blaster. Projectile speed :. Reload time :. Type Ability Mech. Va can activate this
forward-facing targeting array to shoot incoming projectiles out of the air. Duration :. Cooldown
:. Block projectiles in an area in front of you. Va cannot use Fusion Cannons while the ability is
active. Uses a resource meter that, after a 0. Takes 7 seconds to fully recharge. Aim Type Melee.
She can turn and change directions or barrel through her enemies, knocking them back. Fly in
the direction you are facing. Details: Cancelled upon using quick melee. Does not affect Fusion
Cannons or Micro Missiles ' accuracy. Micro Missiles E. Va launches a volley of explosive
rockets. Direct hit: 7 per missile Splash: 1 - 4 per missile Self: 1 - 4 per missile. Area of effect :.
Launch a volley of explosive rockets. Details: Deals up to total damage. Can be used alongside
Fusion Cannons. Cannot be manually cancelled. Self-Destruct Q. Type Ultimate Ability Mech.
Aim Type Area of effect. Va ejects from her mech and sets its reactor to explode, dealing
massive damage to nearby opponents. Ultimate cost :. Eject and overload your mech, causing it

to explode after a short time. Details: The detonating mech retains the momentum from
Boosters. Call Mech Q. Type Ultimate Ability Pilot. If her armored battle suit is destroyed, D. Va
can call down a fresh mech and return to the fray. Call down a new mech. Details: Becomes
completely charged after Self-Destruct detonates, or if D. Va is Resurrected. Automatically
reloads the Light Gun. Va on a poster in Hanamura. Restored functionality allowing D. Va to
maintain her current aim pitch when de-meching. Boosters Cooldown increased from 3 to 4
seconds. Boosters Cooldown decreased from 5 to 3 seconds Developer Comment: The lower
cooldown on her mobility will enable D. Defense Matrix Defense Matrix cooldown decreased
from 2 seconds to 1. Defense Matrix Regeneration rate increased from Defense Matrix Reduced
length of Defense Matrix from 15 meters to 10 meters. Boosters An option to manually hold
down D. Micro Missiles New Ability D. Va fires a barrage of small rockets that detonate on
impact, dealing damage in a limited radius around each explosion. These can be fired while D.
Va is using any other ability or firing her Fusion Cannons Defense Matrix Defense Matrix's
resource meter will now deplete twice as quickly Energy regeneration per second has been
increased to Defense Matrix After being activated, Defense Matrix will begin regenerating
following a 1-second delay formerly. Defense Matrix Cooldown decreased from 10 seconds to 1
second A new resource meter has been added. Va the player who activates it Developer
Comment: D. Va , Blizzard Entertainment. Va Spotlight â€” Heroes of the Storm. Va Archive ,
WCS. Accessed on Va Announcer and Portrait! Va Pre-Order Now! Shack News , accessed on
Categories : Heroes D. Va Mobile Exo-Force members. Navigation menu Namespaces Page
Discussion. Views View View source History. Navigation Main page Recent changes Random
page. Competitive Teams Tournaments. Community Join Us! Community portal Admin
noticeboard. This page was last edited on 10 December , at Game content and materials are
trademarks and copyrights of their respective publisher and its licensors. All rights reserved.
This site is a part of Fandom, Inc. About Overwatch Wiki Disclaimers Mobile view. Support
Contact PRO. Busan , South Korea. Va mirror matches are extremely bizarre. Both of you are
going to try to act smart and fight around each others' Defense Matrix. If your opponent is
blocking your attacks, do not stop firing. Your ammo is infinite; her Defense Matrix is not.
Eventually her Defense Matrix will drop, and she will be completely out of luck, especially if your
teammates show up to join the fight. Generally speaking, though, it's a bad idea to fight with
another D. Va unless you're certain she has low health. She might not kill you, but she'll waste a
lot of your time that should be spent helping your team, so it's better to retreat and have her
either disengage or chase you back to meet your team and a gruesome end. If the other D. Va
loses her Mech, just activate Defense Matrix while she fires her pistol, because now she has to
reload while you don't. As soon as she starts reloading, start shooting. Some good unblocked
shots will make you lose your Mech if you're not careful, but play it right and you can take her
out. If you lose your Mech first, try to disengage. Backpedal and continue firing, trying to
regroup with your team. If she activates Defense Matrix, stop firing and reload; this will make
her drop her Defense Matrix, but by then you'll have reloaded and you can fire again. Orisa's
barriers are capable of consistently keeping her team safe from you, and thanks to Fortify,
quickly gunning Orisa down can prove to be difficult. However, your Defense Matrix can absorb
her primary fire, making most fights with her come down to a standstill. While she can produce
barriers rather frequently, they're somewhat flimsy, which means that if you and your team
apply enough pressure you can shatter it and move in on Orisa and her team. If fighting in an
area with pits, don't use your Boosters too frequently; if Orisa tries to use Halt! When Orisa
deploys her Supercharger, you can often fly right past any defenses set up around it to quickly
gun it down; just be careful, since the enemy team may take the opportunity to attack you if you
charge right into them only to not focus on them. Be careful when deploying Self-Destruct; wait
until after an enemy Orisa is dead or until right when she deploys her barrier, because if she can
quickly drop a barrier to block its blast, she will. A sturdy Orisa as your teammate frees you up
to play as a more aggressive Tank. With that in mind, don't leave her to fend for herself; once
you've picked off any flankers or lone enemies, try to stay by your Orisa to make sure she isn't
ambushed, since she's not as handy as you are in a close range fight. Your quick mobility,
ramming potential, and burst-fire capabilities may allow you to chase down a lone Reinhardt
and quickly finish him off. Conversely, if Reinhardt is chasing after you, fly away and he will be
incapable of catching up. Using Boosters to fly into Reinhardt can also distract him just enough
for your team to advance and attack his teammates, whom he is no longer protecting. However,
be wary that Reinhardt can block your Self-Destruct with his barrier. It is therefore best to save
Self-Destruct until the opposing Reinhardt is dead, his barrier is shattered, or an ally is able to
disrupt him and force him to drop his barrier. Va lacks any capability to produce shields, a
friendly Reinhardt can cover your role as a primary Tank while you block large-impact attacks
and chase after enemies Reinhardt is incapable of pursuing. The stun of Earthshatter is an

excellent setup to safely perform a team-wipe with Self-Destruct. Roadhog fights are extremely
unfortunate, because your Defense Matrix does not stop his hook. If you get hooked, do not
start fighting back. Instead, immediately hit your Boosters, turn around, and fly back to your
team. Chances are you'll survive the encounter, but if you play by his game and fight him after
being hooked, he can potentially destroy your Mech in two shots if he gets a headshot. Even if
he misses the hook and you're in a 1 on 1 situation, his self-heal from Take a Breather will allow
him to outlast you, and eventually you'll lose your Mech, at which point you're easy pickings.
While you aren't much help against Roadhog in a 1 on 1 fight, you're much more helpful in a
group fight. Defense Matrix's strong point comes when your allies are hooked by Roadhog;
quickly Boosting in and triggering Defense Matrix can save a hooked ally from a grizzly end.
This will require quick reaction time, so when the opponent has a Roadhog and you're entering
a group-fight, you should always have Boosters and Defense Matrix at the ready. When out of
your Mech, only fight Roadhog at extremely safe range. If you get in his hook's range, he will
grab you and end you, but if you keep your distance, he can't do anything but soak up damage
while you quickly build back up your Call Mech Ultimate. Teaming up a D. Va and Roadhog will
result in your team lacking heavily in protection. However, among the Tanks, D. Va and
Roadhog are also arguably the most offensively powerful. With the right team comp that
focuses more on barreling through an enemy line rather than slowly pushing and protecting
your team, you can pick off key targets while your Damage allies finish off any stragglers.
Sigma's Kinetic Grasp is very similar to your own Defense Matrix; the main differences between
the two is that Kinetic Grasp has a lengthy cooldown compared to your rechargeable meter, and
that projectiles absorbed by Kinetic Grasp are converted to shields for the enemy Sigma. When
Sigma has Kinetic Grasp active, be careful not to fire at him; instead, charge him with your
Boosters, or stick with your team and prepare to attack once the ability concludes. While it's
best to try to fight around Sigma's Experimental Barrier, if the barrier is active but his team isn't
nearby, you can take a second to attack and shatter the barrier while it's out in the open. If you
do this and run into Sigma shortly after, he'll be down a barrier and therefore be less capable of
protecting his team and himself. When Sigma activates Gravitic Flux, it may be wise to fly up
and away from your team, rather than backpedaling together with them and making yourselves
easy targets; the high speed of your Boosters may also help you escape the rim of the ability
just before it attempts to lift you. With a friendly Sigma on your team, you'll have an incredibly
easy time negating incoming projectiles and covering each other's bases. That being said, you'll
have a much greater difficulty against beam weapons such as the likes of Zarya and Symmetra.
Try to do your fair share of absorbing projectiles and don't put the burden of protection on your
friendly Sigma; if his Experimental Barrier goes down, both he and your team will be far more
fragile. Wrecking Ball. If you and Wrecking Ball both stay put and fire away at one another,
you're almost certain to come out on top. Unfortunately, due to his high mobility, this will rarely
be the case. While it's unlikely that Wrecking Ball will ever land a kill on you unless he's
supported by his allies, his primary asset against you is being a nuisance who will refuse to die.
Ramming him with your Boosters can temporarily disrupt him if he's swinging around, but even
then he can simply roll away from a fight he doesn't wish to continue. As much as he may try to
attract your attention, try to focus on killing Wrecking Ball's teammates in a group fight before
turning your focus to him. If your team decides to run both D. Va and Wrecking Ball as your
tanks, you're offering your team extremely minimal protection. That being said, if your team is
filled with heroes who prefer to stay mobile and fend for themselves, such as Genji, Tracer and
Lucio, this may be an acceptable, aggressive team composition. Out of your Mech, Winston is a
nightmare, because he'll just jump towards you and laser you before you can whittle through
his massive health. In your Mech, though, his gun will only deal insignificant damage to your
larger health pool while you quickly gun him down. A well-aimed Booster ram can knock him
out of his barrier's protection, making him easier to kill. If he jumps away, chase him down with
your Boosters and finish him off. The classic "dive comp" combo, D. Va and Winston both have
the ability to quickly move towards, or "dive", an enemy. This is especially helpful to ambush
foes that wish to remain on the backline, such as Widowmaker or Support heroes. Try to
coordinate with a friendly Winston so you both ambush the same target simultaneously. Zarya
is among D. Va's greatest enemies, as she can build lots of charge from the fire of D. Va's
Fusion Cannons, and her beam is not blocked by the Defense Matrix. She also has more than
enough health to go up against D. Va's damage output, unlike other characters with beam
weapons such as Symmetra and Mei. If an enemy Zarya's gun is supercharged, she will mow
you down without mercy. Just always keep calm and think things through. If her barrier's up,
you can't fight her. Either pause and wait until the bubble drops or flee if you feel you must. She
can easily overpower you at mid range, but you might be able to quickly take her out if you nail
her face quick enough. Just always remember to take extreme caution with her, and if her laser

is supercharged, get out before she kills you. While having a Zarya as a second tank will cost
your team traditional barriers, you each have unique ways to negate incoming fire. As long as
you keep constant awareness of your teammates, you can both keep them safe from enemy fire.
Zarya's Ultimate, Graviton Surge, can combo well with Self-Destruct; just make sure that if an
enemy with a barrier such as Reinhardt is caught in the mix, you either kill him or take out his
barrier, because otherwise the combo will be for naught. You excel at taking down snipers, and
Ashe is no exception. Defense Matrix can negate most of Ashe's abilities; if you fly towards
Ashe point blank while she's isolated, you can take her out and retreat before her teammates
show up to avenge her. You can negate an enemy Bastion's gunfire with your Defense Matrix,
but that's only useful if your teammates are there to help fight him as well. At both close and
long range, he has you beat damage-wise. Unless you're protecting your team, try to avoid him
if you can, or in the very least try to catch him from behind by surprise. If you're desperate, you
can fly around him at point-blank range and confuse him, potentially killing him before he can
run you down, and when in Pilot form you can use your small hitbox to wildly jump and duck to
avoid his attacks. If Bastion is in Recon configuration instead of Sentry, he's going to be much
easier to finish off. If you catch a Bastion running around, try to eliminate him before he can
transform or reach his team. If he does transform, consider his health, and decide whether you
think you can kill him quickly enough or if you need to flee. While D. Va isn't as well-suited to
protect a friendly Bastion as Reinhardt or Orisa , her Defense Matrix can save him from a
sudden large-impact attack, such as Pharah's Barrage. If Bastion has no one nearby to protect
him, it can be helpful to stay by his side to protect him from these attacks. Defense Matrix
negates very few of Doomfist's abilities, and his consistent stunning moves can make escaping
him excessively difficult. Choosing to fight him head-on alone will also end badly, as his ability
to generate shields means he'll always be able to outlast you until your Mech is destroyed, at
which point you're as good as gone. Keep your distance, and only engage when you have
teammates to help you. Due to Genji's constant mobility, he can be extremely difficult to pin
down as D. Va, and his Swift Strike ignores your Defense Matrix. You'll need to rely on
teammates such as Winston or McCree to get Genji off your back. At higher skill levels, the
classic "dive" composition almost always includes both D. Va and Genji, along with Winston
and Tracer. Your Defense Matrix will let you block the burst damage of Hanzo's Storm Arrows,
while your Boosters can help you chase down and finish Hanzo if he tries to flee. Do keep an
eye on your cooldowns; because he is a sniper, one or two arrows from a skilled Hanzo can
take you out of your Mech, at which point the match will drastically turn in his team's favor. If
you get trapped, just face Junkrat and activate Defense Matrix to protect yourself, then either
engage if you're healthy enough or fly out if you're not. If you hear Junkrat's RIP-Tire nearby, it
should be easy for you to fly up to his defenseless body and gun him down while he's unaware.
If need be, you can even use your Boosters to fly closer to ensure that your Defense Matrix
completely blocks his shots. At close range, Mei will almost always freeze you before your
Fusion Cannons can kill her. Defense Matrix does nothing to stop her from freezing you, and
because your cockpit is such a huge target, Mei should have no trouble following up with
secondary-fire headshots. Depending on how much health you and Mei have, you may be able
to finish her off after the initial freeze has thawed, but if Mei notices this, she could instantly
enter Cryo-Freeze. If she doesn't, you still have a chance; judge accordingly and decide whether
it's wiser to fight or flee. At long range, Mei's icicles will out-damage D. Va can do very little
more than play defensive when fighting Mei at a distance. Overall, D. Va has very few options
when fighting Mei other than ganging up on her with teammates, finishing her off at low health,
or fleeing. Va sometimes has an easier time fighting Mei outside of her Mech; your pistol has
respectable damage at a distance, but even in this case, Mei can kill you with an Icicle headshot
or two. Also, if Mei wants to keep distance between you, she can use her Ice Wall to briefly allow
her to escape harm. Those abilities can also be used to help Mei and her team survive a
Self-Destruct, so you have to be careful when activating it or risk having it be completely
negated. Mei's Blizzard Ultimate is an excellent setup to perform a massive Self-Destruct on
your immobile enemies. Her ability to freeze quick-moving flankers can also help fend off
enemies such as Genji and Tracer who would normally give you trouble. Your Boosters and
Defense Matrix make you one of the hardest counters to Pharah. A melee strike can disrupt
Pharah's hovering, sending her plummeting to the ground where your teammates can finish her
off. Your ability to block all of her attacks, especially her Barrage, is invaluable. You and Pharah
tend to be the most airborne heroes. You can take advantage of this by both taking control of
the skies, especially if you have a friendly Mercy on your team. Pharah's primary counters are
hitscan and sniper Heroes, which happen to be some of your easiest targets; you can cover her
counters, while her powerful rockets can help keep flankers off your back. Both you and Reaper
need close range to effectively deal damage, and at close range Reaper will rip through you in

seconds. While negating his Death Blossom Ultimate is very helpful for your team, in most other
situations your only real options when fighting Reaper are to negate his attacks or flee, but even
then Shadow Step and Wraith Form can help him chase you down and finish you off. Soldier:
Remember that he doesn't have to be looking at you when firing for you to negate his shots with
your shield; you actually project the shield forward, so as long as he's firing around that
vicinity, you'll negate his fire. Other than countering his ultimate, you'll generally want to close
the distance on him. Thanks to Biotic Field and Sprint, he has options to both outlast you in a
fight and to flee if he feels the need to, and if your Boosters are in cooldown it will be difficult to
keep up with him. Your best bet is to catch him by surprise with a burst of Micro-Missiles; he'll
most likely use Biotic Field to recover, but if you keep accurately firing at him, you may be able
to finish him off before he can heal. With a well-timed Hack or EMP, Sombra can shut down your
Ultimate and abilities, forcing you to stay grounded and making you an easy target with a large
hitbox, no defensive tools and no mobility for 6 seconds. Worse, once you've lost your Mech,
Sombra's great mobility and ability to see wounded enemies through walls can let her hunt
down and kill you while you're attempting to flee, and she can even stop you from regaining
your Mech with a well-timed Hack. This is especially painful after activating Self-Destruct, as
you'll be forced to remain in Pilot form and potentially be killed. On the positive side, Sombra's
weapon deals low damage against D. Va's armor when she's in her Mech. In a one-on-one fight,
even if you're hacked, you can usually outdamage the Sombra, or at least keep her at bay long
enough for your abilities to return so you can flee. Just remember that if Sombra tries to run,
you can pursue. Keep an eye on her teleport location a beam of light will shoot in the direction
she's going ; try to hunt her down and finish her off if she's wounded. A well-timed EMP can
shatter the barriers of a clustered enemy team, which can pave the way for a massive
Self-Destruct. When planning this combo, it is best for the D. Va to initiate her Ultimate first.
When doing this, the enemy team may instinctively gather behind a friendly player, at which
point the EMP will leave them vulnerable, whereas leading with EMP may cause the enemy team
to split apart and flee, making it more difficult to hit everyone with Self-Destruct. Your large
health pool and close-range fire are both great assets in quickly taking out Symmetra's turrets
as well as Symmetra herself. If you are out of your Mech and the enemy team has a Symmetra,
be extremely cautious; even one turret can finish you off in your fragile state before you can
react. While extremely tricky to pull off, Symmetra can create a teleporter through which D. Va
can send her Mech during Self-Destruct. When done right, this can catch an enemy team
completely off guard and potentially wipe them out. Like Reaper, you and Tracer both excel
when fighting at close range. Also like Reaper, Tracer will outdamage you in most
circumstances. While Reaper has The Reaping to help him outlast your damage, Tracer's Blink
and Recall will make it extremely difficult to finish her off before she strips you of your Mech, at
which point you're easy pickings for her. Fleeing Tracer is difficult due to her ability to catch up
with you with Blink, but if you escape to a higher altitude, it will be harder for her to catch up.
Tracer is absolutely essential to the classic "dive" composition that includes D. Va and Winston.
Your team's lack of a "shield tank" such as Reinhardt, Orisa, or Sigma can potentially be made
up for if an accurate Tracer dances around your enemies with well-used Blinks and Recalls.
With her high mobility and ability to negate incoming fire, D. Va is an incredibly strong counter
for Widowmaker. A common Widowmaker tactic is for her to fall to a lower altitude, wait for you
to chase her, then use Grappling Hook to ascend again. Don't fall for this bait unless you have
your Boosters ready to go; maintain the high ground for as long as you can, and eventually
she'll be forced to ascend back to you or be gunned down by your teammates when she's out in
the open. Ana is both a Support Hero and a sniper, making her one of your highest-priority
targets. With Defense Matrix, you can negate her grenades, sleep darts, and poison shots. Once
her abilities are on cooldown, the fight is yours. Just keep in mind that if Ana aims her grenade
at the ground and not you, you'll take damage from the grenade's splash. Also be careful not to
be caught off guard, as her Sleep Dart is capable of hitting D. Va's sizeable hitbox, taking her
out of the fight for a potentially significant amount of time. You may be a large target for your
friendly Ana to heal, but you're also a mobile one. Make sure you're always in your Ana's line of
sight to stay at full health. While a Nano-Boosted D. Va isn't as threatening as the likes of a
Nano-Boosted Reinhardt or Genji, with correct maneuvering and close-range hits you can take
down a decent chunk of the enemy team during your powered-up state. Do not use
Self-Destruct, as you'll immediately lose your Nano-Boost in the process. Fighting a Baptiste
one-on-one isn't too difficult for D. However, his Immortality Field can buy him enough time to
survive your attacks, especially if his teammates are in it as well. In addition, Immortality Field
can completely negate Self-Destruct's massive burst damage. As such, it's critical to take out
either Baptiste or his Immortality Field before initiating Self-Destruct. However, if you happen to
be in Pilot form, your Light Gun can deal tremendous damage at range when shot through the

Amplification Matrix. If done from a safe location, this can be in easy way to get some
long-range kills while also building your Ultimate meter up to perform Call Mech. Due to her
barrier and self-heal, it can be incredibly difficult to kill a Brigitte, and it can be very difficult to
kill teammates who are being healed by her passive ability. While you are unlikely to be killed by
a Brigitte in a 1 on 1 fight, the time it will take you to kill her is so long that it isn't worth the
effort, especially if you're deep in enemy territory where her teammates might arrive to provide
her backup. Keep your distance from Brigitte where she can't hit you with her flail, and focus on
breaking her shield with long-range gunfire. If caught by surprise by Brigitte and you have no
teammates nearby, better to use your Boosters to flee and regroup than attempt to take her
down after she's already wounded you. When an enemy Mercy is in sight, you need to be
decisive on whether or not you're going to focus on her. If you damage her somewhat but let
her fly away, she'll simply heal back to full health. In particular, while Pharah is one of your
greatest targets, she becomes far more difficult to deal with if she has a Mercy attached at the
hip. If she's well-protected in the rear of the enemy team, don't barrel in after her unless you
have other teammates who are coming with you, otherwise she'll fly from teammate to
teammate to avoid your attacks while her teammates promptly rip you to shreds. That being
said, if you do have the likes of a Winston or Doomfist on your side, you can safely dive in and
focus her down. If you catch Mercy alone, her lack of mobility and puny firepower makes her an
easy target; just kill her quickly, because if one teammate shows up, she can fly to them and
use them as a shield. Like Pharah, D. Va's flight provides a massive boon to a friendly Mercy's
aerial mobility. If a friendly Mercy is willing to pocket you, you can withstand most fights thanks
to your impressive health and close-range damage output. If the situation is dire, though, be
willing to flee from the fight; you might survive a group fight, but if your Mercy is killed because
you weren't protecting her, she'll be much less inclined to pocket you in the future. By flying
away from a fight, you're giving your friendly Mercy the out she needs. Moira's only real tool
against D. Va is Fade to escape, but if you keep a good eye out for where she travels, you can
use your Boosters to chase after her. Her Biotic Orb could pose a threat to you or sustain her in
a prolonged fight, but Defense Matrix can negate both healing and damage orbs, leaving Biotic
Grasp as Moira's only offensive option of attack. So long as you can keep aim on her if she's
jumping around to avoid your fire, you should easily be able to finish her off before you run out
of health. That being said, do not attempt to engage with a Moira when you are out of your
Mech, as her Biotic Orb and Biotic Grasp will eliminate you in seconds. Zenyatta can shut you
down in a number of ways. His Discord Orb can help dissolve your massive health in no time,
and you are a such a large target that he can usually hit you with every shot of his Orb Volley
for massive damage. However, most of these tactics rely on you not seeing Zenyatta until it's
too late, and that he has some sort of escape plan. If you catch Zenyatta alone and by surprise,
your high burst damage should annihilate him before he can return the attack. Zenyatta's lack of
mobility makes him an easy target if left alone by his team; always try to jump on the
opportunity to ambush him if he's on his own, even if this requires taking alternate routes to get
behind him and sneak up on him. Because she has high damage output at close range as well
as medium to long range with her Light Pistol , D. Va should always attempt to focus on
enemies affected by a friendly Zenyatta's Discord Orb. If played right, you and your Zenyatta
can take down one enemy after another. Just remember that Zenyatta has very low mobility, so
don't leave him alone or you'll be begging for an enemy to ambush him. It's like how we used to
stay up late, and work on your hoverbike. You mean the one you wrecked? You're still mad
about that? We won the race! And you almost killed yourself! Oh man. This time off is great ,
isn't it? What's not to like? There's delicious food, and drinks And good friends. The kind that
are always there for you-- when you need them most. Prevent damage with a single use of D.
Va's Defense Matrix in Quick or Competitive play. Kill 4 enemies with a single use of D. Va's
Self-Destruct in Quick or Competitive play. Va is one of the heroes in Overwatch. She is a
former professional gamer and a mech pilot who is participating in her country's special force
to combat a colossal Omnic's devastating invasion. Va is a former professional gamer who now
uses her skills to pilot a state-of-the-art mech in defense of her homeland. Twenty years ago,
South Korea was attacked by a colossal omnic monstrosity that rose from the depths of the
East China Sea. The massive, lumbering construct caused catastrophic damage to coastal cities
before it was driven back beneath the waves. In response, the South Korean government
developed a mechanized armored drone unit, called MEKA , to protect urban environments in
future engagements with the omnic threat. The government's fears proved to be well-founded,
as a disturbing pattern of attacks emerged. Every few years, the monstrosity would rise from
the sea to assault South Korea and its neighbors. The omnic learned from these encounters,
often reconfiguring itself in a different form and appearing with new weapons and capabilities.
Each incident ended in a stalemate, with the monstrosity defeated but not destroyed. As the

omnic continued to adapt, it eventually disrupted MEKA's drone-control networks, forcing the
military to place pilots in the mechs. Scrambling to find suitable candidates, the government
turned to the country's professional gamers, who possessed the necessary reflexes and
instincts to operate the mechs' advanced weapons systems. Top stars were drafted, including
reigning world champion Hana Song, also known as "D. Va was a fierce competitor who played
to win at all costs, and she had a well-earned reputation for showing no mercy to her
opponents. Seeing her new mission as a game, D. Va fearlessly charges into battle alongside
the rest of her MEKA unit, ready to spring to her nation's defense at a moment's notice.
Recently, she has begun to stream combat operations to her adoring fans, and her growing
following has turned her into a global icon. Va ejects from her mech and sets its reactor to
explode, dealing massive damage to nearby opponents. If her armored battle suit is destroyed,
D. Va can call down a fresh mech and return to the fray. Besides these abilities, a D. Va-piloted
mech is able to jump and perform Quick Melee. The mech cannot crouch and cannot reload
either. Va without her mech is able to jump, crouch, reload only when her ammo is not full , and
perform Quick Melee. One purchase of an alternate weapon skin will apply to the Fusion
Cannons, Joysticks and Light Gun of all unlocked skins when equipping it. Prevent damage
with a single use of D. Va's Defense Matrix in quick or competitive play. Reward: Pixel Spray.
Kill 4 enemies with a single use of D. Va's Self-Destruct in quick or competitive play. Reward:
Cute Spray. Va", represented South Korea in multiple international StarCraft tournaments. At
the age of 16, she became the top StarCraft player in the world and went undefeated for the next
three years of her life. In at least one of those conflicts, D. Va's team nearly lost the fight with D.
Va herself having to finish the fight solo after her squadmates were disabled and injured. While
her squadmates were taking time off to recuperate, D. Va instead went to the garage to repair
and try to improve MEKA. While there, an omnic attack was detected and D. Va had to fight them
off 5 on 1 because reinforcements were unable to arrive quickly enough. While she was able to
take out the first 4 easily enough, her mech sustained too much damage to beat the last one and
she was forced to improvise. This lead to the idea of self-destructing her crippled mech above
the waters of the South China Sea. Va began to stream her combat operations online, and she
gained fans around the world. She has long brown hair and eyes, and some pink face-paint that
kind of looks like whiskers. Va is a very competent combatant despite her young age, not taking
failure as an option and showing no mercy to her adversaries. This is in part because she
knows that it isn't a game and losing in combat means people will die. She possesses an
egotistical side, often smack-talking opponents during battle. Regardless of her fierce
characteristics, D. Being a pro gamer, D. Va loves video games and enjoys making references to
them. While on the battlefield, she will use many gaming terms, such as "nerf," "pocket healer,"
"GG," "AFK," and more. Despite the fact that she is mostly into games produced by Blizzard for
obvious reasons , she is familiar with old arcade ones as well. An example is her calling
Winston "a giant gorilla from those old video games," which is a reference to the Donkey Kong
arcade game. Gaming is not the only thing D. She also reads Mei's Adventures and seems to be
a fan of Mei as well. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki.
Do you like this video? Dance b. Lucky Pouch. Pumpkin Selfie. Va Shirt - Men's. Va Shirt Women's. Va Long Sleeve Shirt. Va Bunny Spray Tee. Va GG Spray Tee. Va Meka Spray Tee. Va
has been added to classic loot boxes. Va looks directly at the ground. Armor remains at Va's
mech. Va no longer communicates her ultimate status for Self-Destruct while charging her Call
Mech ultimate. Va while in her mech. Va Legendary skins. Va is dead or her mech is destroyed.
Va added. Wrecking Ball. Soldier: Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop
Newsletter GalaxyQuest. I play to win! Classic default. Heroic default Out of mech a default.
Heroic default. Festive Lucky Pouch Pumpkin Selfie. I'm 1. Fusion Cannons default Light Gun
default. Character relationships. Animated Shorts. Driveline Analyzers. Mariana Isls. Helena St.
Pierre and Miquelon St. Western Sahara Yemen Zambia Zimbabwe. Zip or Postal Code. Question
or comment. II agree to be informed regularly about Eaton products, promotions and news. I
understand and agree that Eaton will use my data to personalize marketing communications.
Any use of my personal data will take place in compliance with the relevant and applicable data
privacy laws and the Eaton Privacy Policy. I can withdraw my consent to receive marketing
communications at any time by contacting Eaton or by visiting the Vehicle Preference Center.
Features Literature Video Inquiries Easy data acquisition for advanced vibration analysis DVA
Vibration Analysis software includes: - Linear Analysis - Torsional Analysis - Order Tracking Spectral Maps and Waterfalls On-screen cursors help pinpoint driveline-related vibrations
Speed sensors have alternate placements for better vehicle coverage and more accurate results
Live data is provided in a graphical format for signal review Vibration data can be viewed in two
formats: Basic or Advanced Save data to your computer or email it to experts for further
analysis Create and print reports for further review. Contact Me. Subscribe to News. Where to

Buy. All Rights Reserved. Now Wingnut Wings has released round 2 with an Albatros D. Va,
Albatros D. I have always liked the look of the Albatros D. V with its torpedo shaped fuselage
made of plywood and so I feel very fortunate to have snagged the D. Va kit to see what all the
fuss is about. For King Kong he meticulously recreated two non-flying replicas of the Curtiss
F8C Helldiver, a two-place fighter used in the original. That was our first inkling of his love for
classic aviation. Peter Jackson actually has two model companies - Wingnut Wings and another
that builds full scale authentic WWI replicas. The 3-D rendering used for this kit and other
Wingnut Wings products is apparently an outgrowth from his full scale replica business. That
explains a lot. It is apparent that Mr. Jackson's purpose is to re-infuse into the public
conscience the struggle which was WWI. In the aggregate and in individual components, this kit
is a nice piece of design from the beautiful graphics of the box to the details rendered in
styrene. My son, who has an eye for graphics, was wowed by the quality of the layout, the
artwork and the printing. Inside, the box is filled with six large sprue frames of plastic, a clear
sprue, a fret of photoetched brass, a large multi-sheet set of decals and an instruction booklet
which is beyond all comparison. So let me uncharacteristically start with the instruction booklet
which is a 27 pages of full color on heavy glossy paper. The cover is the story of the Albatros D.
Va, the back a list of the kit contents. Inside it includes: A paint cross-reference chart for
Tamiya, Humbrol, and Misterkit. A parts diagram of the sprues with "parts not used"
highlighted. Step by step instructions rendered in CGI 3-D with each new part addition shaded
in blue. The steps are numerous and follow a logical sequence. I could find no mysterious part
locations. Color callouts accompany the steps. Also what part options for what variants is also
highlighted. Rigging instructions, including recommended diameter of "wire"! Lots and lots of
reference pictures, in color of surviving and restored examples, and vintage black and white
photos. Full color profiles of the marking options which include aircraft with painted and
unpainted fuselages. All of the aircraft have mauve and green upper wings and light blue lower
wings. Markings provided include: STROPP of Jasta 46 in what is believed to be its April
scheme, since the restored aircraft in the Smithsonian apparently has another aircraft's wings.
Unfortunately no narrative is offered explaining the deviation in appearance from that of the
Smithsonian's. Von Hunoldstein's aircraft serial unknown of Jasta 14, Werner Niethammer's
aircraft serial unknown of Jasta 13, In short the instruction booklet is a monograph in and of
itself; perhaps it should be hard bound! Va or D. V and various variants; for instance the kit
includes four propellers of differing shapes, so there will be spares for your bin. The plastic is
smooth but not glossy and durable, but soft enough so as not be brittle. The molding and detail
of the plastic is first rate. I found no flash and the way the parts are laid out on the sprues
minimizes mold lines; I had to look hard to find any and when I did they were nearly invisible.
The attention to detail is amazing. The details were crisp, well molded and in scale. Significant
are all of the parts that make up the engine 24 by my count with extra parts to build up different
configurations. The radiator is equally as crisp. The wings are molded as one piece on both
sides and are at scale thickness. The fabric detail is subtle, but the stitching and taping at the
ribs is superb! I especially like the look of the wheel covers. The fuselage has panel lines
separating the plywood panels. While nail heads are visible on the airframes that are unpainted
varnished plywood, Wingnut Wings has chosen not to mold this detail - which is just as well
since they were flush and best replicated with a darker paint. The metal parts stand proud of the
surface in a refrained fashion. Finally, the interior includes a full set of frames from the cockpit
rear wall all the way forward to the propeller. These are petite and to scale and match the
drawings and pictures that I have. The engineering is such that components literally lock in. The
seat is well molded with a nice cushion. There are a full set of controls and even a flare gun; all
the modeler need do is add the control linkages and cables. These include: optional cooling
jackets for the Spandau machine guns two sets are provided, one pair for use with the PE and
one pair with the jacket molded in place - also nice , gun sights, gun cover panel, seat
harnesses and some type of strap P5 which I have not found in
p0410 code chevy trailblazer
pioneer avh p1400dvd wiring diagram
ostrom electrical
the instructions. The decals come in two large sheets printed by Cartograph and protected by
tissue paper. These are color true they look right to me and the white is white , glossy, vibrant
and in register. Wingnut Wings includes all decal instruments and a full range of stencils and
placards. I have had nothing but good experiences with Cartograph's decals so you will not
need to look at the aftermarket unless you want a different scheme. Bottom line this is a jewel of
a kit and literally it is all in the box except fine wire. I applaud his efforts to bring us well
conceived and crafted models of WWI subjects at affordable prices - It has helped renew my

interest in the Great War. If you are new to the era you could not find an easier test drive. If you
love biplanes, you will want more than one of these kits - after all the D. Here are the sprues and
some close-up images: Sprue A -. Photoetched brass parts are provided for some of the subtle
details too hard to replicate in plastic.

